Expand your Italian with us! It's easier than you think!
Phone (+39) 06.96038365/392.0904668
Skype ID: koine_centre1
Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano, 48 (corner of via Merulana)
Building B – III Floor
00184 – Roma
Email: languagecourses@koinecentre.com

www.koinecentre.com
Follow us:
Facebook: @KoineLanguageSchoolRoma
Instagram: @koinelanguageschoolrome
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/koineitalianlanguagecentre
Youtube: Koiné Italian Language Centre in Rome
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Koiné- Italian Language Centre

Buongiorno!
Koiné

– Italian Language Centre, is a language training company, specialised in

teaching Italian L2/LS, foreign languages and one of the major DITALS training Centres
of Rome. It is recognised by the University for Foreigners of Siena for the DITALS
training, for aspiring teachers of Italian L2/LS; by the University for Foreigners of
Perugia as CELI training and Test Center (General Italian Certificate); as PLIDA training
and Test Center, recognised by the Institute of italian culture "Dante Alighieri".
Moreover Koiné – Italian Language Centre is member of FIDEF (Italian Association of
Training Centers and Institutions).
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Koiné

is located in Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano n. 48, one of the most vibrant

and beautiful areas in the center of Rome, just 300mt from the Colosseum. We are on
the corner of Via Merulana and Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano, behind Piazza Vittorio,
one of the most multicultural areas of Rome, characterized by a carefree and colorful
context.
Surrounded by shops, bars and a vibrant nightlife, the school is easily accessible by bus,
tram and metro.
The School is only 10 minutes walking from Termini Station and close to the San
Giovanni Metro stop/Metro Manzoni and Metro Colosseo stops, and accessible by
many buses.The strategic location of our school allows our students to not only live fully
the historical center of the Eternal City, but also to get in close contact with the hectic
pace and the real local life.
The unique character of this area attracts, every day, artists, tourists, foreigners,
thousands of travelers and all kinds of people.Despite being in the heart of the city, San
Giovanni is surrounded by greenery, with a big lawn in front of the basilica and the park
along the Aurelian walls that give this part of the city a special and precious light !
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What do we offer?
Koiné – Italian Language Centre in
Rome provides Italian for Foreigners
classes and Translation Service. We
also provide extra activities such as
our weekly language social exchange
where foreigners and Italians can
meet each other and practice the
language they are interested in.

Lessons

are based on dynamic

teaching methods and a stimulating language programme incorporating both student’s
interests and various aspects of italian life.

Teaching methods

communicative and humanistic-affective approach to allow our

students to learn a foreign language disheartening emotional filters or any fear they
naturally feel.

Language tutors

DITALS educated at University for Foreigners of Siena and

members of ANILS (Foreign languages’s Teachers Association) and ILSA (Association of
the Teachers of italian as second language), with significant teaching experience. Their
work is based on the passion and love for their own language and culture.

Online tuition by Skype or the latest online meeting software you will be able to
clearly see and hear your tutor; he/she will share with you the learning materials online
to interact and practise with exercises let using also other facilities such as the
whiteboard.

Worldwide lessons

classes are tailor-made on student’s requests through

homestudent or workplace classes in any place of the world. We have a comprehensive
network of teachers ready to travel to your home, office or other suitable location.
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Why


Koiné?
Located less than 10 minutes from Termini
Station and 2 minutes from San Giovanni
underground station;



Affordable prices;



Huge discounts for Au-pairs, Students
(attending italian Universities), Religious,
Diplomats & FAO/IFAD/WFP staff; ISIC – ITIC
– IYTC card owners;



All native speaking, qualified and
experienced Italian teachers;



Communicative and dynamic teaching methods through interactive and authentic
activities;



Joyful lessons with passionate and fun mother tongue teachers;



Stimulating language programmes that incorporate students’ interests;



Total immersion in the Language from the beginning, through real communicative
situation, which immediately make our students able to interact with the new
context in which they work, live and have fun;



Maximum class size 12 students;



Friendly, supportive and funny staff;



Great selection of Courses: Standard Italian Courses – CELI preparation – CILS
preparation – Italian for Travellers – Online Italian lessons – One to one Italian
classes – Corporate Italian training – Italian for Kids – Italian Courses by bike;



Intensive social program: multicultural aperitifs, Tours of the City and cultural
events;



DITALS training and Test Center: for teaching Italian as a second language and
Italian as a Foreign Language (L2/LS);



CELI & PLIDA Test Center;



Movies & Books rental;



Free Wi-Fi service;



Shops/Bar and restaurants, Bookstore, Clubs and other partners where you can
have discounts.
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For Students
Learning Italian in Rome
The Italian Language School
is located in

Koiné

Centre

Rome, the capital of Italy, in

the heart of the european history.
Recently born,

Koiné is inspired from the concept of “lingua franca”:

a new language

between our mother tongue and the new language we are learning. In this way,

Koiné

wants to provide to its students any instruments they need to improve their language
skills and to improve their “lingua franca” in the new contest in which they use it.

Teaching method
Our teaching methods aim at developing the
student’s
actively

communication
practice

the

skills.
four

Students

fundamental

functions of language: listening, speaking,
reading and writing. Since the beginning of
the course, our teachers give particular
attention at developing the Italian student
conversational skills in order to let them
interact not only with our teachers and
fellows students but especially in their daily
life during their stay in Italy.
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Italian classes with native
Teachers
We are proud to collaborate with a team
of professional and efficient individuals
who are dedicated to teaching their
native tongue. They are all DITALS
qualified to teach Italian as second
Language at University for Foreigners of
Siena and members of ANILS (Foreign languages’s Teachers Association) and ILSA
(Association of the Teachers of italian as second language), with significant teaching
experience. Many of them have dedicated their professional life to teaching, while
others have found their vocation living in a foreign country. Their work is based on the
passion and love for their own language and culture. Also, our staff take the student
around the city to enjoy the real local life, wander around the beauty of the Eternal city
and organise for them culinary tours, handmade pasta sessions, wine tasting and
multicultural events.

Communicative approach
Our method is based on a communicative and humanistic-affective approach to allow our
students to learn a foreign language disheartening emotional filters or any fears they
naturally feel. In order to involve the students during they learning experience, our
teachers engage in innovative communication techniques and strategies aimed at
creating a friendly and nice
atmosphere

that

inspires

enthusiasm and happiness.
These are the main
characteristics

Koiné

believes essential while
learning a foreign language.
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Italian group Courses in Rome
We provide VISA APPLICATION services (80hrs per month): 650€ + 45* (registration
fee)+ 150€ of administration fee

Intensive Italian
Courses in Rome
Group Classes Schedule
(4 weeks/60hrs – 15hrs
per week)
Starting date: every first
Monday of the month
(check the calendar on
the website)
Ending date: every last
Friday of the month
Classes are: Monday to Friday from 9.30am to 12.30pm
Levels: A1 – A2 - B1 – B2
Price: 495€ + 45€* (registration fee)
Promo for AU-PAIRS, STUDENTS, RELIGIOUS, DIPLOMATS & FAO/IFAD/WFP STAFF &
Spouses: 349€ + 45€* (registration fee)
Programme: General Italian, Italian Grammar, Conversation, Writing & Reading.
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Super-intensive Italian
Courses in Rome
Group Classes Schedule (2
weeks/40hrs – 20hrs per week):
Starting date: every first Monday of
the month (check the calendar on the
website)
Classes are: Monday to Friday from
9.30am to 13.30pm
Levels: A1 – A2 - B1 – B2
Price: 330€ + 45€* (registration fee)
Programme: General Italian, Italian Grammar, Conversation, Writing & Reading

Speaking sessions
This course is specifically tailored to those that want to improve their communication
skills.
Price: 159€ + 45€*
Duration: 12 lessons (60 minutes each)
Schedule: Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays from 5pm to 6pm
Level: A1-A2-B1-B2
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PLIDA Courses
The PLIDA certification (Dante Alighieri Italian Language Project) is the official title that
certifies the degree of competence in Italian as a foreign language. The PLIDA is issued
by the Dante Alighieri Society and is recognised internationally.
The PLIDA certification is valid to:
• certify the level of knowledge of Italian on the curriculum vitae;
• enrol in Italian Universities without having to pass the entry language test (level B2
or C1)
• obtain the permission of stay in Italy for non-EU citizens (from A2 level)
• teach Italian as L2 (level C2)
• be easily comparable with other international linguistic certification systems,
according to the criteria established by the Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages.

Koiné is PLIDA Test Center recognised by the “Società Dante Alighieri “
PLIDA exam registration fees
Livel
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2

Price
65 €
65 €
85 €
95 €
135 €
135 €
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Our PLIDA Courses
Course type: 1 week General Italian Course + PLIDA PREPARATION – (in group)
Duration: 1 week of general Italian (15 hours) + 5 extra hours a week (dedicated to
practical exercises and PLIDA simulations)
Price: 299€ + 45€*
Schedule: 1 week – from Monday to Friday, from 9.30am to 1.30pm.
Programme: The course consists of the Standard Course of Italian + written and oral
exercises and simulations of PLIDA exams for all levels (A1 – A2 – B1 – B2 – C1 – C2)
Course

type:

PREPARATION

PLIDA
-

group

(20 hours)
Price: 350 € + 45€*
Course

type:

PLIDA

PREPARATION
individual

-

lessons

(20

hours)
Price: 540 € + 45€*

Book your TRIAL LESSON NOW!
* The registration fee (+ 45 €) is valid for one year and includes teaching material, the
opportunity to participate in our social and cultural events, book and film rental in the original
language, Koiné card (to get discounted prices for shops / gyms / clubs, etc ... in collaboration
with Koiné), Wi-Fi, internet point.
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Preparation Courses for CELI
Certificate of knowledge of the Italian Language (CELI)
The University for Foreigners of Perugia offers examinations worldwide on five levels of
ability.
CELI is a legally recognized Certification valid for:


enrolling to Italian Universities without having to pass the Proficiency Language
Exam (CELI 3 exam);



teaching Italian in primary and secondary schools in Italy (CELI 5);



being listed in the
European

Language

Portfolio; being listed
in C.V. for job;


being Internationally
recognized

by

International
Institutions.

The Course
We have specific teachers
accreditated by the
University for Foreigners of
Perugia to prepare students
for the exam.
Duration: 1 week of general Italian (15 hours) + 5 hours extra a week (dedicated to
practical exercise and CELI simulations in group)
Schedule: 1 week – from Monday to Friday, from 9.30am to 1.30pm.
Programme: The course consists of the Standard Course of Italian + written and oral
exercises and simulations of CELI exams for all levels (A1 – A2 – B1 – B2 – C1 – C2)
Price: 299€ per week + 45€* (registration fee)
or CELI preparation only
Price: 350€ for group courses (20hrs) + 45€*
540€ individual courses (20hrs) + 45€*
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Preparation Courses for CILS
Certificate of knowledge of the Italian Language (CILS)
The CILS is awarded by the University of Siena for Foreigners, It is the official title that
denotes the degree of linguistic competency of Italian as a foreign language.
The CILS is useful for those who study Italian, who work and study within an Italian
context, and for those who wish to evaluate their Italian language skills. Each CILS level
refers to the ability to communicate in different
contexts and situations.

The Course
We have specific teachers accreditated by the
University for foreigners of Siena to prepare
students to the exam.

1 Week General Italian Course + PREPARATION CILS – group course
Duration: 15 hours per week of Italian general + 5 extra hours a week (dedicated to
practical exercises and simulations CILS)
Price: 299€ + 45€*
Schedule: 1 week – from Monday to Friday, from 9.30am to 1.30pm.
Programme: The course consists of the Standard Course of Italian + written and oral
exercises and simulations of CILS exams for all levels (A1 – A2 – B1 – B2 – C1 – C2)

CILS PREPARATION – group (20 hours)
Price: 350€ + 45€*

CILS PREPARATION – private lessons (20 hours)
Price: 540€ + 45€*
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Italian for Travellers
Are you planning to come to Italy on holiday, business or studies? Would you simply like
to know more about this wonderful country? Do you know the proper cultural etiquette?
Do you know enough Italian for daily life… to go shopping, to reserve a hotel room or to
request a table at the restaurant? Whether you are interested in learning just enough
Italian to get by or are interested in fluency,
learning Italian can be easy and quick.
Group Classes Schedule
(1 week/15hrs):
Starting date: upon request
Classes are: Monday to Friday from 9.30am
to 12.30pm
Levels: A1 – A2 - B1 – B2 Price: 120€ per
week
Programme: General Italian, Italian
Grammar, Conversation, Writing & Reading

Italian for Arts (NEW!!)
During the Italian for Arts Course student will
analyse, observe and discover the of Art of
Rome as well as the artists that contributed
to its beauty. This course is aimed to create
an artistic path where students will become
closer to the Italian Language and culture.
The Course programme focuses on the history
of Art from the Renaissance to the birth of
contemporary Art. During the lessons will be shown images of the main artistic works,
then students will analyse and discuss them based on the assumptions of the leading
critics

of

Italian

Art.

There will also be guided tours of alternate and/or add to the classes.
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Group course

(min 5 - max 10 students) + 1 tour

Price 8hrs (2 days): 299€ (per student) + 45€* (registration fee)
Price 16hrs (4days): 450€(per student) + 45€* of registration fee

Individual course

40€ p/hour (1 tour included) + 45€* of registration fee

Italian for Photography (NEW!!)
The Photography Course for beginners is
designed for all those who approach the world
of photography for the first time or who, as
amateur,

enjoys using digital equipment or

semi-professional. The Course is designed for
students and workers, taking place during
evening hours or on weekends. During the 30
hours of the course, students will discover the
expressions and technologies at the service of photographic art. The program also
includes 15 hours of practice outdoor.

Option 1: Basic Photography Course
(in italian language with bilingual photographer)
Schedule: 15 lessons – for 1 week (15hrs) + 1 outdoor workshop (5 hrs)
Price: 450€ + 45€* of registration fee

Option 2: Basic Photography Course + General Italian Course
Schedule: 15 lessons – for 1 week (15hrs) in the morning, from 9,30am to 12,30pm + 1
outdoor workshop (5 hrs) + 15 lessons – for 1 week (15hrs) in the afternoon, from 1,30pm
to 4,30pm.
Group course (min 5 – max 10 students)
Price per student: 650€ + 45€* of registration fee
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Online classes
through Skype
Online

Italian

tuition

is

growing

in

popularity as technology now means the
learning experience is not significantly
different from taking lessons face-to-face.
Our online language tutors are drawn
from the same team who teach across in
homes and offices in Rome. They use the latest online meeting software to ensure that
the lesson experience is little different from a face-to-face meeting with a tutor.

Materials and exercises shared by virtual whiteboard
You’ll be able to both see and hear your tutor clearly and they will be able to share
materials online with you and interact and carry out exercises using faciilties such as the
whiteboard.
Your tutor will also be able to share a wealth of internet resources for learning which is
highly effective for language acquisition. Feedback from our online students has shown
online language tuition is highly effective way of learning any language you want to
learn and has some benefits over face-to-face tuition. To learn online you’ll need a good
internet connection speed, a webcam, and a headset so you can both listen and also
speak.
Price: 25€ p/h + 2€ paypal fees
Programme: upon request
Promotion: 10% OFF for those who buy 20 lessons

Add our ID koine_centreskypelessons1 to your Skype and…
…Try this new experience with us!
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One to one Italian
lessons at School
Koiné also provides individual Italian lessons
for those who want to study Italian through
customised

individual

Italian

language

Courses. The Courses (individual lessons) are
highly personalised and flexible, responding
to the specific needs of the student in terms of training contents and time. Our students
have the opportunity to have a free trial lesson, after that they can schedule their own
learning programme directly with their teacher. Also, there is the possibility to have
semi-individual lessons if you want to enjoy the learning time with a friend.
Programme: upon request or planned after the placement test
Price: 25€ p/h (30€ p/h on weekends)

Semi-individual:

20€ p/h for the second student (25€ p/h on weekends)

Promotion: 10% OFF (on the first student price) for those who buy at least 20 lessons.

Private tuition at home or workplace
Koiné provides Italian private lessons in Rome at your Home or workplace. We have a
comprehensive network of teachers ready to travel to your home or any suitable location
for you. Italian Classes are tailor-made to the student’s requests but the greatest
advantage of private tuition is that lessons can take place at a time of your choosing 5
days a week from early morning through to the evening. You can learn on your own or in
a group with friends or colleagues.
Programme: upon request or planned after the placement test
Price: 35€ p/h (40€ p/h on weekends)
Promotion: 5% OFF for those who buy at least 20 hours.

Semi-individual option: for the second student 30€ p/h (35€ p/h on weekends).
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Corporate Italian Lessons
Our method for your business success!
Our native speaker and qualified Italian language teachers can train you at your office in
Rome at a time to suit you. Italian classes in Rome can be any day of the week, in the
morning, afternoon or evening. We can arrange also Italian group Courses in the
Company.

Types of Courses
General Italian:

an all purpose

course for social and business needs.

Business

and

commercial

Italian: a Course designed for the
busy client, specialising in business language skills, negotiations and Italian business
practice.

Legal Italian:

an intermediate and advanced level Course which develops oral and

written proficiency, as well as providing basic information on company law, property law,
contract law and legal terminology.

Secretarial Italian language:

a practical Course concentrating on conversational

and written skills, including letter-writing, business courtesies, telephone techniques
and client relations.
Lessons are available at any time between 8.00 am and 10.00 pm, five days a week.
Rates depending on the number of students and the number of classes booked but selfstudy materials and registration fees are included.

Italian for Kids
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The Italian Course for kids aims at satisfying the growing presence of foreigners kids in
the Italian Schools. Koiné wants to offer to Schools and mums the opportunity to have a
high, qualified and experienced network of Italian teachers who can provide to their
children a proper italian language training /learning tools to succeed at School and enter
from the beginning into the talian language and culture. The method is based on the
game and each activity can stimulate the kids’ learning process.
Programme: upon request/depending on the age, provenience and level
Price: 25€ p/h (30€ p/h on weekends)

Small groups
The courses run at school but if you are a school or if you are a mum with any space to
guest small groups of children who want to learn, play and have fun, this is the perfect
Italian course for your needs.
Programme: upon request/depending on the age, provenience and level
Duration: twice a week for 1.5 hrs, for 4 weeks (12 hrs in total)
Price: 159€
Min number of students: 6
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Learn Italian by Bike
You are going to learn Italian going from the ancient monuments to the elegant shopping
streets, from the Baroque squares to Renaissance palaces, from the Churches housing art
masterpieces to beautiful fountains.

3 tours available:

City Center
An itinerary which "touches
on" the main attractions of
Rome,

without

working-class

omitting

alleys,

small

hidden squares, places that
are less known but associated
with many historical events
which give this city its unique
atmosphere.

Possibility

to

taste original Italian coffee and ice cream.

Panoramic Rome
...The Aventine Hill, the Janiculum Hill, the Capitoline Hill, the best panoramic views of
the city. A tour that allows to view the most important domes and monuments of Rome
from a suitable distance to perceive them as a whole. An itinerary that allows you to
observe well-known monuments like the Colosseum and the Roman Forums from
different perspectives, and to grasp the most evocative and unusual views.

Ancient Appian Way, Caffarella and Aqueducts Parks
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...Pedaling on a 2,300 year-old cobblestone Roman road, while going past an ancient
sepulchre, a Roman statue, the ruins of a circus and an imperial palace; leaving the
"regina viarum" heading towards the ancient Roman aqueducts that rise over the fields
into the horizon and following them on their way to Rome; going through the Caffarella
Park, a preserved strip of land of the Roman countryside that so well impressed the 19th
century travelers such as Byron, Goethe and Stendhal.
An extraordinary tour of absolute beauty. A journey into a unique environment, in which
miraculously intact nature, free from modernization, forms a backdrop to the continuous
passage of historical, cultural and artistic events.

Group course (min 5 - max 10 students):
1 tour = 65€ + 45€* of registration fee;
2 tours = 105€ + 45€* of registration fee;
3 tours = 165€ + 45€* of
registration fee.
(the price is per student)

Slow Tours &
Slow Food
(NEW!!)
We

offer

unique

and

personalized tours in Rome,
making you feel like a local, discovering the eternal city through a culinary journey.
You will discover the Roman neighborhoods, from farmer markets to food shops,
bakeries, wine bars and many more you will not only taste the Roman traditions but you
will also experience Rome as you never did before.

Group course
(min 5 – max 10 students): 80€ (per person) for 1 tour and 1 lunch (5/6 hrs)

Individual course
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(on request): 40€ p/hour + 45€* of registration fee

Accommodations
We can find you a good
accommodation in Rome to
make your stay enjoyable.

Koiné

takes care in selecting

homestay and apartments for
its

students,

offering

promocode to book with our
partners,

Spotahome

and

Uniplaces.

Housing fee We can provide
single room+bathroom in shared apartments or homestay, with shared kitchen, 2
minutes walking from the school. The price is from 520€/per 4 weeks in homestay
formula or single room in a shared apartment (it depends on the apartment and the
formula you choose) + 60€ (commission fee).

Description single or double fully furnished and equipped rooms. Friendly atmosphere,
many opportunities to practice the language and meet Italian people. You can find the
suitable accommodation for you by searching for on Spotahome.com ( promocode
“KOINE15” to get the 15% OFF by sending an email to koine@spotahome.com) or
Uniplaces.com ( promocode “KOINE10” to get the 10% OFF).

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information:
languagecourses@koinecentre.com
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For Teachers
Courses & Workshops for Teachers
Koiné provides teachers training Courses. The educational activities include teachers’
training and workshops, in order to acquire wide-ranging skills that can be readily
transferable into the world of work.

Preparation Courses for
DITALS certification
The course, which is monitored by the University
for Foregners of Siena, is aimed for who aspires
to become teachers of Italian as a second
language and Italian as a Foreign Language (L2/LS).
It consists of a series of modules that are intended to
provide a solid theoretical and practical basis not
only for the Ditals exams (levels I and II) but also
for classroom practice.

Who is the DITALS Training Course for?
Italian’s teachers and/or who aspires to became a teacher of italian as a second
language and Italian as a foreign language (L2/LS).

What is it for?
One of the most requested certifications to teach Italian to foreigners is the DITALS
certification. DITALS courses offered by our school serve to provide solid theorical and
practical bases for passing DITALS exam (level I e II) and for acquiring useful tools for
classroom practice.
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Program and duration
The modules, lasting a total of 24/30 hours, divided into 2 weekends + 1 Saturday,
from
10 am to 5pm (1h lunch break), will be divided into:

Theorical aspects: The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages;
approches, methods, and operational models; teaching techniques for language learning,
analysis of teaching materials, construction of the teaching unit, inter-culture, teaching
in mixed classes, dynamic groups, language teaching strategies and strategies in relation
to the type of recipients, the role of teacher, body management and space-class.

Practical aspects: Guided exercise/ simulations. Vision and analysis of teaching
materials; body laboratory.

Prerequisites for entering the DITALS courses
To access the DITALS training courses, you must have a High School diploma or a Degree.
For those who are non-native speakers of Italian, the knowledge of the Italian language
is also required, level C2 of the QCER.

Further Offers
10% discount on the cost of the DITALS Course for volunteers and operators of
Associations belonging to the Scuolemigranti Network.
Depending on the requests received and whether of the minimum number of 6
participants is reached, it is possible to offer midweek courses (from Monday to Friday,
from 9.30 am to 6.30 pm for 2 weeks).
ACCOMMODATION: the School offers non-local students the opportunity to stay in
nearby lodging.
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Counseling AD HOC:

to request a free personal consultation to perfectly suit to

your needs, send an email to formazione@koinecentre.com or call us at
(+39) 06. 96038365

- The course is recognised and monitored by the University for Foreigners of Siena
www.unistrasi.it
- Koiné - Italian Language Center is the accredited DITALS (I and II level) examination
center.
- For further questions read the FAQ
- The Authority reserves the right to change the frequency schedule for the Course
during the organizational phase.

Follow us:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DITALSRoma/
Instagram: @koinecentroditalsroma
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EXTRA
ACTIVITIES
Arts and Cultural events
Koiné

organizes

weekly

cultural

events and tours across Rome. A
teacher will guide you around Rome
and its treasures making you know the
history of the eternal city and giving
little tips!

Language exchange events
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Enjoy other cultures, Meet new people, Exchange your language!
Do you want to improve your Italian language skills in a relaxed and friendly setting with
mothertongue teachers ready to help and guide you, tasting good Italian food, drinking
and meeting new people! Italian and foreign languages lessons + Happy Hour = 12€

Enjoy other cultures, Meet new people, Exchange your language!

Booking & info: eventi@koinecentre.com

Expand your Italian with us! It's easier than you think!
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Phone (+39) 06.96038365/392.0904668
Skype ID: koine_centre1
Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano, 48 (corner of via Merulana)
Building B – III Floor
00184 – Roma
Email: languagecourses@koinecentre.com

www.koinecentre.com
Follow us:
Facebook: @KoineLanguageSchoolRoma
Instagram: @koinelanguageschoolrome
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/koineitalianlanguagecentre
Youtube: Koiné Italian Language Centre in Rome
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